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About this document
This document sets out a detailed technical study into the coexistence of 4G mobile phones
and hearing aids and associated accessories.
This work has been carried out ahead of the award of new airwaves for mobile broadband in
the 2.3 GHz band (2350-2390 MHz). This band sits near the licence exempt 2.4 GHz band,
which is used by some hearing aids, radio aids, and sound processors used for cochlear
implants - together referred to as assistive listening devices (ALDs).
We also ran tests using a 4G signal in the 10 MHz ‘guard band’ between the 2.3 GHz
frequencies we will be auctioning and the spectrum band used by ALDs. Even though this
block will not be part of our upcoming award in the UK it may be used in other countries.
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Section 1

1 Executive Summary
1.1

This report sets out the findings of a detailed technical study into the coexistence of
4G mobile phones and hearing aids.

1.2

We needed to carry out this study because we are about to auction new frequencies
for mobile broadband in the 2.3 GHz band (2350-2390 MHz). This band is close to
the licence exempt 2.4 GHz band, which is used by some hearing aids, radio aids,
and sound processors for cochlear implants - together referred to as Assistive
Listening Devices (ALDs).

1.3

While initial testing in 2014 showed no cause for concern, some stakeholders
remained worried that ALDs using Bluetooth and other related technologies might be
vulnerable to interference in some circumstances. They were also concerned that the
previous testing, undertaken in laboratory conditions, was not exhaustive or detailed
enough.

1.4

Noting these concerns, we did further extensive studies in early 2017, in conjunction
with manufacturers of hearing equipment and stakeholders involved with the
education of children who are deaf.

1.5

The results in this report show that ALDs are more robust in the presence of 4G
mobile devices than we concluded from the earlier 2014 tests. We are therefore
confident the award of the 2.3 GHz spectrum band will not lead to any significant
issues for ALD users.

1.6

Our new technical tests were significantly more comprehensive than the previous
study. They were conducted in a manner as open and transparent as possible. We
adopted stakeholder suggestions about the range of ALD user scenarios that should
be tested - particularly scenarios involving young children using ALDs near other 4G
mobile equipment. Based on their proposals we created a test plan focusing on:

1.7



The impact of adjacent 4G mobile phones on the radio link of the ALD system,
measured by observing any influence on the audio quality at the hearing aid;



Testing of a wide range of devices which use the 2.4 GHz wireless link – all major
manufacturers were invited to participate through the European Hearing
Instrument Manufacturers Association (EHIMA);



Use of commercially available 4G base station and mobile phones;



Consideration of real-life ALD usage scenarios – focussing particularly on a
classroom scenario where the wanted ALD signal may be weaker at the back of
the classroom;



Use of video as well as voice services on the 4G mobile, in order to represent the
wide range of 4G uses.

We used 22 ALD transmitters paired with 33 receivers to create 46 different
combinations of ALD transmit and receive scenarios and more than 200 audio file
recordings, mostly in the classroom scenario. Our findings were almost all positive:
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We found the ALD systems were more robust in combating 4G interference than
we expected;



Throughout our testing, no ALDs suffered from any kind of link failure or complete
audio drop out in the presence of 4G signals in the 2.3 GHz band;



There was no interference when a smartphone was close to an ALD1;



Even when using an ALD at its maximum range outdoors, both the range and
audio quality were maintained when a 4G mobile was used close to the ALD;



We did not find any evidence of additional audio delay when a 4G mobile phone
was used close to the ALD.

1.8

However, we observed strong background noise and some hiss/hum in three of the
200 plus files when the mobile was making a voice call and was placed directly
against the ear.

1.9

We believe this may have been due to interaction between the workings of the
mobile device and ALD rather than the associated 4G signal. We understand that
some hearing aid users already experience this kind of audio quality issue if they
hold their phone to their ear, and so choose not to use their mobiles in this way.

1.10

Finally, we ran some tests using a 4G signal in the 10 MHz ‘guard band’ between the
2.3 GHz frequencies we will be auctioning and the spectrum band used by ALDs.
Even though this block will not be used in the UK it may be used in other countries.

1.11

These additional tests showed only one occurrence where the 4G mobile phone
caused one second of audio to be lost initially. The adaptive algorithm of the ALD
radio technology then worked as it should do and the ALD link recovered and worked
well afterwards.

1

Most of our testing was undertaken with the 4G phone 50cm from the ALD receiver.
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Section 2

2 Introduction
2.1

In responding to our consultation2 on technical coexistence for the 2.3 GHz spectrum
award3, the hearing aid community were concerned that 4G mobile phone equipment
in the 2.3 GHz band could potentially cause harmful interference to radio aids, sound
processors for cochlear implants and other assistive listening devices (ALDs) using
Bluetooth or Bluetooth-like technologies in the 2.4 GHz license exempt band. We
refer to this set of devices with the generic term ALDs throughout this document.

2.2

ALDs operating in the 2.4 GHz band regularly “hop” their transmission frequency
around in order to be able to share with other ALD users, other technologies in the
band or to avoid interference from outside of the band. To illustrate this point, Figure
1 shows the ALD signals spread across the whole 2.4 GHz band, whereas when a
Wi-Fi transmission is introduced within the centre of the band, the adaptive hopping
technique of the ALD technology means that the frequencies used by the Wi-Fi
channel are avoided (Figure 2). Interference coming in from outside the band can
also be avoided in the same way.

Figure 1: A spectral plot shows an ALD occupies the whole 2.4 GHz band alone.

2.3

In September 2014, Ofcom facilitated a group of ALD manufacturers to carry out a
small sample of compatibility tests against simulated 4G signals. As 4G equipment in
the 2.3 GHz band was not readily available at the time, simulated 4G signals were
produced using laboratory equipment. In some aspects, these did not fully match the
likely signals that would be experienced in practice by these devices. The results
from those tests under lab conditions suggested to us that the risk of interference
was likely to be low, but our analysis showed that it may occur in some specific
circumstances where a 4G mobile phone was using the 2.3 GHz band at full power

2

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/68337/Public_Sector_Spectrum_Release_state
ment.pdf
2350 MHz to 2390 MHz is part of the “2.3 GHz band” to be auctioned in the UK during 2017 for use
by 4G mobile phone technology. Note: 1GHz is the same as 1000 MHz and therefore 2350 MHz is
sometimes referred to as 2.350 GHz. Likewise, 2.4 GHz and 2400 MHz are two ways of referring to the
same radio frequency band.
3
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and the wanted ALD signal was weak. Nevertheless, some stakeholders remained
concerned regarding the level and detail of the previous testing and noted that it was
not particularly exhaustive.
Figure 2: A spectral plot shows the ALD signals adapt to avoid Wi-Fi when it is active
in the middle of the 2.4 GHz band.

2.4

2.5

We have now undertaken a significantly more detailed set of measurements. We
have been working with stakeholders, including the National Deaf Children’s Society
(NDCS) and hearing aid manufacturers to design and conduct a set of
measurements that would be as realistic as possible in representing the way that
ALDs are used by individuals who are deaf or hard of hearing. Stakeholders made
helpful suggestions on a range of ALD user scenarios, particularly those involving
young children, alongside a wide-ranging list of equipment that is in use. Based on
their proposals we created a comprehensive test plan focusing on:


the impact of adjacent 4G mobile phones on the radio link of the ALD system,
measured by observing any influence on the audio quality of the hearing aid;



testing a wide range of devices which use the 2.4 GHz wireless link – all major
manufacturers were invited to participate through the European Hearing
Instrument Manufacturers Association (EHIMA);



use of real 2.3 GHz 4G base station and mobile phone equipment set up at our
test facility in Baldock, Hertfordshire;



testing was undertaken to represent eleven typical ALD user scenarios;



Ofcom would take the lead on the test methodology with support from
manufacturers – in some cases these were represented by EHIMA; and



ensuring that the whole measurement campaign was run in an open and
transparent way.

We engaged with interested stakeholders at several points in the project:


We held a technical workshop in November 2016 with a representative of EHIMA
and NDCS to thoroughly review our test methodology.



A two-day pilot test was undertaken in December 2016 with those same
representatives present.



We presented our test methodology at a Stakeholder Open Day in early January
2017. This was attended by various interested parties including government
bodies, charities, consultants, and ALD manufacturers. We used comments from
7

the day to refine our methodology and add additional test scenarios to the
programme.


After three months of intensive testing and analysis we provided an overview of
our findings to key stakeholders in March 2017



We produced this report to provide the key findings and conclusions for all
interested parties as well as the public, with additional information in the annexes
for stakeholders who are interested in more comprehensive details of our testing.

2.6

The rest of this document is structured as follows. Section 3 contains details of the
approach and methodology that we used for all the testing. The main results from our
classroom use scenario – that we deemed to be the most challenging of the use
cases we investigated – are given in section 4. Additional results are given in section
5 for a sample of devices. We looked specifically at: the impact on maximum
operating range of the ALD system; delay (latency) in the ALD system; as well as the
impact of possible European use for 4G of the closest frequencies to those used by
the ALDs. These frequencies are not being made available as part of the upcoming
award in the UK. Our conclusions are in section 6.

2.7

Further, more technical detail is provided in the annexes for those that are interested
but these annexes are not essential to the reading of this report.

2.8

The annexes are structured as follows. Annex 1 provides details of the ALD
equipment that was tested. Annex 2 has additional details of our test setup and
calibration that was performed. Some additional plots of the results are provided in
Annex 3. Annex 4 contains the methodology and comparison of a head and torso
simulator used in our testing that focuses on the audio elements of the testing with an
alternative one that has radio properties that more closely match those of a human
torso. Finally, Annex 5 provides some additional background reference material.
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Section 3

3 Methodology
3.1

The aim of the test method was to replicate as closely as possible real usage
scenarios of ALDs and test them with real usage scenarios of 4G mobile phones.
The key elements of the methodology break down into four areas:


The ALD equipment and usage scenarios;



The test environment;



The unwanted 4G and other signals; and



Assessment of the audio quality.

The ALD equipment
3.2

Assistive Listening Devices (ALDs) improve the hearing ability of people experiencing
hearing impairment. Correctly prescribed and fitted hearing aids alone can amplify
and process sounds to improve the speech to background noise ratio. ALDs are able
to enhance the sound quality even further with the addition of a microphone or
directly connected audio transmitter (such as a TV streamer or mobile phone
interface) placed near to the wanted audio source. These help minimise background
noise and override poor acoustics due to hard surface sound reverberation.
Individuals wearing the ALDs would expect them to perform well in a variety of
situations. These could include face-to-face conversation, individual use of a
telephone, watching and listening to TV and radio broadcasts, small group activities
and shopping. They are also used in larger areas such as theatres and are a key
component used in education of children who are deaf.

3.3

The variety of ALD transmitters (such as microphones and TV streamers) and
receivers (either direct to hearing aids or via separate receivers that are directly
connected or inductively coupled to hearing aids or cochlear implants) reflect both
the variety of activities identified above and the advancement of the technology that
has enhanced the user experience. The ‘wireless’ link incorporated in the range of
accessories available with both hearing aids and cochlear implants have also
evolved and may include other ways of connecting into the hearing aid. Telecoil or T
coil was originally designed for use with fixed line telephones. Modern aids can also
use ALD accessories with near-field magnetic induction (NFMI) found in neck-loop
units, a range of wireless microphones and audio streamers and assisted listening
systems installed in shops, schools and theatres.

3.4

When testing equipment, we refer to this as the Equipment Under Test or EUT. This
is a pair of an ALD transmitter and receiver. We tested a total of 33 ALD receivers
coupled with 22 different transmitters to create 46 different transmitter / receiver
equipment pairs for our main testing. Annex 1 lists all ALD equipment used within our
testing. This includes hearing aids, receivers associated with induction loops, sound
processors for cochlear implants and bone anchored hearing aids and Soundfield
system as well as various types of microphone, TV streamer and mobile phones
used as part of the ALD system.

3.5

To be able to measure any impact on the audio quality of the hearing aids it was
necessary to use the hearing aids in a normal way but also to be able to record the
audio output from them. We used a Head and Torso Simulator from Bruel & Kjaer
9

(B&K HATS). This equipment consists of a head and torso manikin that has
calibrated ear simulators that provide realistic reproduction of the acoustic properties
of an average adult human head and torso (See Figure 3). Such simulators are used
by industry to perform tests on mobile phone handsets, headphones, hearing aids
and hearing protectors.
Figure 3: Bruel & Kjaer Head and Torso Simulator (B&K HATS)

3.6

This simulator was used to attach the hearing aid in a natural position4 to enable the
output to be detected by the microphones set inside the head cavity and connected
to an interface card. When a near field magnetic Induction (NFMI) loop is used, it is
normally worn around the neck so that it is close enough to the hearing aid to ensure
magnetic coupling and hence correct operation.

3.7

For all test cases the microphones were connected to an interface card consisting of
an audio amplifier and sound card which converted the signals into audio files that
can be stored on a computer. The signals were recorded using Bruel & Kjaer
software to display the results and store them in a suitable file format and for further
post-processing.

ALD Usage scenarios
3.8

4

Table 1 below shows eleven ALD usage scenarios that we considered. Many of
these scenarios were kindly provided by NDCS to highlight the most important
applications for children who are deaf.

Either hooked over the pinna or connected to the head behind the ear or the cochlear or bone
anchored type device.
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Table 1: Eleven usage scenarios considered in testing
1

2

3

4

5
6
7
8
9

ALD usage scenarios
Radio aids balancing - Digital hearing aids that communicate between
the left and right ear to improve audio quality e.g. cut out unnecessary
noise such as wind from one ear, and boost sound heard by the other ear
Classroom - Radio aids being used in a classroom situation or assembly
hall (usually held in a large space where acoustics are very poor and
hearing without a radio aid would be impossible for most children who are
deaf).
Sport lesson - Radio aids being used in a school sports lesson where the
ability to use the full range of the radio aid e.g. for the full area of a football
pitch, without interference is essential
Pushchair - Parents of pre-school children using radio aids to
communicate with their child in a pushchair where the child can’t see their
lips or body language
Bike riding - Parents using radio aids to communicate with their child who
is learning to ride a bike
TV streaming - A hearing aid user who is watching television via a TV
streamer in a living room
In car use - Parents using radio aids to communicate with their child whilst
in the car
Remote control - A hearing aid user who wanted to change the settings
of their hearing aid or cochlear implant by remote control
Train journey - A young person who is deaf using a digital streamer to
take a call or listen to music on their mobile phone on a busy train
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One to one - A hearing aid user having a one to one conversation with
another person in a meeting or a restaurant
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Open area - Radio aids being used by a child or young person in other
outdoor activities, particularly in an open area, such as horse riding or
activity camps

3.9

The distance from a transmitter to a receiver, as well as any obstacles within the
radio link path, determine the signal level at the receiver. The greater the separation
between the ALD transmitter and receiver, the weaker the received signal becomes.
Similarly, the closer the 4G mobile is to the ALD, the stronger the 4G signal will be
and the more likely it will be to cause interference to the wireless link.

3.10

By considering the relative strength of the wanted ALD signal and the unwanted 4G
mobile signal, it is possible to simplify these eleven usage scenarios into five test
cases (See Table 2). We identified test case D in Table 2 as the worst case scenario.
The ALD transmitter is over 5 m away from the receiver while the interfering 4G
mobile is positioned near to the user wearing the wireless hearing aid or accessory.
To generalise the results to untested scenarios we decided to test all ALD equipment
with the 4G mobile making a voice call held to the ear as well as a video call close to
the ALD user.
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Table 2: Simplified five test cases, test case D is the ‘worst-case’ scenario with a weak
ALD signal in presence of a strong 4G signal.
Test case
A
B
C

Wanted ALD signal level5

Unwanted 4G signal level6

Variable (ALD link across
head)
Strong (ALD link less than
1 m)
Medium (ALD link between
1 m and 5 m)

Very strong (interfering link less
than 0.5 m)
Strong (interfering link less than
1 m)
Strong (interfering link less than
1 m)
Strong (interfering link less
than 1 m)
Weak (interfering link over 5 m)

D

Weak (ALD link over 5 m)

E

Weak (ALD link over 5 m)

Represented
scenarios
1
4, 7, 8, 9, 10
6
2
3, 5, 11

The test environment
3.11

The most challenging environment for an ALD receiver is test case D where the
unwanted 4G signal is stronger than the wanted ALD signal. Based on this, we used
the conference room at our radio monitoring station7 in Baldock as the
measurements environment and set out in the form of a classroom. The area in the
building containing the conference room was built in 2000 and consists of a single
storey extension of brick walls under a slate tiled roof. The room is carpeted and has
a suspended ceiling constructed of acoustic tiles.

3.12

This room was laid out to simulate a schoolroom environment as shown in Figure 4.
Double glazed windows on two sides of the room gave views of the surrounding
compound, and the 2.3 GHz 4G base station was installed on a mast approximately
35 m outside the building. The initial intention was to vary the location of unwanted
4G mobile phone and wanted ALD transmitter to represent the other usage
scenarios. However, as the results showed little impact to interference (see section
4) other scenarios where the risk of interference was less, were not tested.

3.13

To maintain repeatability for the testing, the radio environment between 2.3 GHz and
2.6 GHz was carefully controlled. The ceiling mounted Wi-Fi access points (APs)
which also transmit in the 2.4 GHz band used by ALDs were disabled throughout the
whole building and replaced with a single Wi-Fi AP with constant traffic flow. The
channel of this AP was chosen to be in the centre of the band (Channel 6) and was
located within the ‘classroom’ with a fairly heavy load of traffic. To provide an
additional interference challenge to the ALDs, an additional simulated 4G signal was
used. This represented a 4G mobile phone using the 2.6 GHz band (above the band
used by ALDs) to upload a significant amount of data to the internet (a heavy user).
These two sources of radio signals provide a constant background level which take
up some of the radio resources within the band used by ALDs.

3.14

In addition, Figure 4 shows two 4G mobiles using the 2.3 GHz band. These
communicated to one another via the base station, either with a video or voice call

5

The wanted ALD signal level depends on the distance from an ALD transmitter to an ALD receiver.

6

Similarly, the unwanted 4G signal level depends on the distance from a 4G mobile to an ALD receiver.

7

Baldock Monitoring Radio Station is situated in a radio quiet area in Northeast Hertfordshire.
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depending on the test configuration. The main unwanted signal was placed closest to
the EUT.
Figure 4: The layout of the classroom

3.15

Many other devices can take advantage of wireless connectivity such as laptop
computers, smartphones and tablets and could influence the test results. For this
reason, the spectrum was monitored during the testing using a dedicated spectrum
analyser whose output was displayed on a large flat screen monitor in the laboratory,
as shown in Figure 5.

3.16

The background monitoring covered the spectrum of interest in the 2.3 GHz to 2.6
GHz bands. This covers the 4G base station and mobile transmissions in the 2.3
GHz band, the whole of the 2.4 GHz band used by ALDs and Wi-Fi and the 4G
mobile phone transmissions in the 2.6 GHz band8. An example is shown in Figure 6
during a measurement sequence. The 2.3 GHz 4G mobile was in the process of
completing a voice call via the base station to a second mobile also in the classroom.
The Wi-Fi router was transmitting data on Channel 6 in the centre of the band while a
2.6 GHz 4G signal was representing a data transfer to the internet. Bluetooth activity
attributed to an ALD and its associated wireless streaming accessory is also visible in
the 2.4 GHz band.

Although called the 2.6 GHz band, the mobile transmits in the range 2500 – 2570 MHz which is paired
with the base station transmitting in 2620 – 2690 MHz
8
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Figure 5: Background spectrum monitoring in the laboratory throughout the test period
Test
equipment

Antenna for
spectrum
monitoring

Antenna
for 2.6 GHz
transmission

Figure 6: Typical display of the spectrum activity in the classroom

3.17
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By way of comparison, Figure 7 illustrates the radio activity in the 2.4 GHz band in a
typical classroom within Knightsfield School, a specialist school for children who are
deaf. It shows that our set-up was a good representation of a real-world environment.

Figure 7 shows the narrowband signals used by ALDs which have avoided the
frequencies used by the Wi-Fi signal.
Figure 7: The radio activities in a school environment where one Wi-Fi channel was
active and ALDs adaptively occupied available channels in the rest of the 2.4 GHz band.

ALD signals

ALD signals
Wi-Fi Signal

3.18

4G mobile phone transmit power can vary depending on how far from the base
station it is and how much data the phone is transmitting. As the greatest risk of
interference is when the 4G mobile is transmitting at a high power, it was important
for our testing to keep the mobile power as high as possible. We achieved this by
artificially increasing the loss between the base station and the mobile. This resulted
in low power from the base station in our classroom meaning that the mobile was in
an area of relatively poor coverage and would need to transmit at a high power.

3.19

Prior to the testing, we measured the output power of the 4G mobile phone in various
locations throughout the room. As expected for a real-world scenario this varied due
to the difference in path to the base station. For example, the signal losses are
different when the path from the base station is blocked by a brick wall rather than a
glazed window. The output power of the mobile varied between 9 dBm and 22 dBm
depending on the location in the room. The mobile transmitted around 20 dBm, which
is almost the full power of 23 dBm9, at the locations we used for the testing.

Assessing audio quality
Common speech file
3.20

9

Our testing focussed on the impact to audio quality in the presence of radio
interference from 4G mobile phones. However, the main use of hearing aids is to
enhance speech (although some users may stream music or other audio direct to
hearing aids). Where speech is of poor quality, we will often “hear” what we expect
to, based on our experience and understanding of the context in which the

The range of power for a handset is typically from -40 dBm to +23dBm.
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conversation is taking place. This is particularly the case for those without any
hearing loss. This can lead to a risk when subjectively assessing audio quality that
impairments in the audio are “filled in” by the brain.
3.21

We tried to avoid this as much as possible by making use of a particular speech file
that was played through the ALD transmitter to the receiver and hearing aid. The
International Speech Test Signal (ISTS) is a one minute long file that uses a mix of
six different languages10 interchanged throughput the file. This means that it is not
understandable to most listeners and therefore the human brain cannot “fill in” any
audio anomalies.

Post-processing software
3.22

We can all assess audio quality subjectively in slightly different ways. With enough
different people listening to an audio file, a mean opinion score (MOS) will be
achieved typically in the range from 1 to 5, where 1 is the lowest quality and 5 is the
highest quality. However, there are also several internationally recognised algorithms
that will give repeatable predictions of mean opinion score11.

3.23

After trialling different software, we selected an implementation of perceptual
objective listening quality assessment12 (POLQA) which was originally developed to
test voice quality of telephony services but can also measure the performance of
other audio devices. Widely recognised within the mobile industry, POLQA is a
powerful algorithmic tool to perform a comparison between a known reference audio
signal and a degraded audio signal through analysing several quality indicators such
as noise level, distortion, loudness, etc. The resultant MOS from POLQA scales from
1 to 4.75 as shown in Table 3.

Table 3: MOS scale of POLQA implementation
Score
4.75
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

3.24

Quality scale
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Bad

Quality class
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Some dissatisfied
Many dissatisfied
Not recommended

The POLQA software is capable of identifying any significant impairment, although
not all effects are weighed equally in producing the MOS results. This is largely
dependent on the algorithm design and implementation. We therefore undertook
some subjective testing using Ofcom colleagues to listen to the recorded files. Five
Ofcom colleagues listened to all audio files and provided individual commentary on
any audible impairments within each file. This ensured that we were aware of any

10

ISTS is an internationally recognized test signal that is used in the technical evaluation of hearing
instruments. The signal reflects a female speaker for six different languages (American English, Arabic,
Chinese, French, German, and Spanish).
11

ITU-T P.800, methods for objective and subjective assessment of determination of transmission
quality
12

ITU-T P.863, perceptual objective listening quality assessment
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audio degrading effect that may not have been obvious within a single overall MOS
score from the POLQA software.
3.25

In our testing, the aim was to investigate the potential impact from 2.3 GHz 4G
mobile signals to the wireless links of ALDs, rather than to evaluate the relative audio
quality of different hearing aids. The ALD equipment sent to us were all configured
and programmed differently, resulting in a wide range of audio characteristics. Listed
in Annex 1, four audio files are published alongside this report as examples of
various quality from our test set. To limit the degree of uncertainty caused by this, the
original speech file was used as the known reference signal to generate MOS for all
recording files. For each EUT, we then compared the MOS of the files when a 4G
mobile was present with that of a baseline when the 4G mobiles were switched off.

Checking results
3.26

The audio analysis described above assessed the audio differences between the
source speech file and the recorded file with and without 4G mobiles present near
the ALD. Our test methodology is intended to identify any changes in the audio
quality as a result of 4G radio interference to the wireless link. However, any
external noise such as a door slamming or phone ringing elsewhere in the building,
as well as electrical noise from unknown sources outside the test environment would
also affect the audio quality. We therefore tried to eliminate this background noise as
much as possible through procedures. For this reason, it was important to replay
every file immediately after the recordings were completed. Only after it was agreed
by the measurements team and any manufacturers present that the file did not
contain any obvious extraneous noise was it accepted for further processing.

3.27

Those recordings that we collectively considered were affected by background noise
were filed separately and not used for further processing. Instead, the test was re-run
and the clear file was accepted and stored.

3.28

Additionally, more detailed subjective testing was undertaken as part of the post
processing stage as described above in paragraph 3.24.

Test Method
3.29

The test methods we used for the different types of testing are presented in the
following subsections. In all cases, we made recordings of the baseline audio file
(where the 4G mobiles were placed in flight mode) and then recordings when the 4G
mobile was in use at the required test location.

Indoor ‘classroom’ measurements
3.30

Baseline. Our initial classroom setup had the ALD transmitter located at 7.5m from
the ALD receiver representing a student at the back of a class away from the teacher
(Figure 8). To carry out the baseline measurement both 2.3 GHz 4G mobiles were
switched to ‘flight mode’ and we used the spectrum monitor to ensure that the
transmission had ceased. Channel 6 Wi-Fi and the 2.6 GHz transmissions were still
active.

3.31

Under these conditions the speech file was streamed from the ALD transmitter under
test. The received signal at the head and torso simulator was captured as described
in paragraphs 3.5 - 3.7.
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Figure 8: Baseline measurement 4G mobiles switched off

ALD receiver

ALD transmitting
speech file

7.5 m

Wanted signal

3.32

Video call use. As shown in Figure 9, the 4G mobile was mounted 50 cm in front
and below the ears of the head and torso simulator. The 4G mobile was set to initiate
a video call to the second mobile via the local base station. The ALD transmitter
mounted 7.5 m away played the one minute speech file.

Figure 9: In the presence of a 4G video call 50 cm in front of ALD

ALD transmitting
speech file

7.5 m
4G mobile
video call

Wanted signal

Unwanted signal

3.33

Voice call use. Figure 10 shows that while making a voice call the 4G mobile was
placed at the left-hand ear of the head and torso simulator and the call initiated via
the base station to the second mobile. The recording of the speech file was again
captured and stored.

3.34

These three separate tests were completed for each EUT. All these files, alongside
any associated with unacceptable external noise and were re-recorded, have all
been documented and stored.

Figure 10: In the presence of a 4G voice call at the ear covering ALD

ALD transmitting
speech file

Wanted signal
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7.5 m

4G mobile
voice call

Unwanted signal

Maximum ALD range measurements method
3.35

To further test the robustness of ALDs, we carried out some additional
measurements to test the risk of interference at the maximum range of the ALDs.
This was intended to replicate some of the long-range scenarios in Table 1 but with a
more challenging interference environment as the 4G mobile was close to the ALD
receiver.

3.36

We undertook these measurements in two ways. Firstly, by moving the ALD
transmitter out of the classroom into other parts of our building. This reduced the
signal strength of the wanted ALD signal further. The combination of extended range
and wall penetration amounts to more than 10 dB attenuation, which may increase
the vulnerability of ALD link in presence of a 4G mobile. Our methodology remained
the same other than the location and distance of the ALD transmitter.

Figure 11: Outdoor testing at 15 m range

3.37

Secondly, we undertook some outdoor testing in an open environment. One
manufacturer told us that most of their products were designed to operate at up to 15
metres. A few metres more range may be achieved if a higher-powered ALD
transmitter was used. Thus, a small number of outdoor measurements were
arranged as follows:


The ALD receiver was attached to the head and torso simulator as before which
was placed stably on a table along the driveway of our Baldock office (see
Figure 11). The recording equipment was located nearby in a van.



With the 4G mobile turned off, the maximum range of the ALD system was
determined. One of our measurement engineers held an ALD transmitter
broadcasting the speech file and moved away from the ALD receiver to the
furthest distance where a reliable audio signal could still be received at the head
and torso simulator.



Once the range was identified, the two 4G mobiles were switched on. As before,
one was placed either at 0.5 metres from the ALD receiver making a video call
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or against the left ear when making a voice call. The engineer sitting in the van
then carried out audio recordings.

Delay measurements (latency) method
3.38

Delay (or latency) is defined as the delay between the audio signal entering the ALD
system and the time it exits the ALD system. If this is too great, then it can cause
difficulty for those that are deaf to synchronise what they hear and what they see in
lip movements etc.

3.39

Our audio quality assessment tool, POLQA does not capture the effect of
transmission delay. Therefore, we used MATLAB® with the audio processing toolbox
instead to determine the latency.

3.40

The MATLAB audio processing toolbox function was used to play the speech audio
file and then record it via the computer audio input. The latency is determined by the
software measuring the delay between the recorded and original speech file.

3.41

The combined latency through the computer and the ALD system was measured by
connecting the ends of loopback cable from the audio output port of the computer to
the transmit side of the ALD system. The receive side of the ALD system was
connected back into the audio input port of the computer as shown below in Figure
12. Three measurements were made and an average taken to determine the latency.
These steps were repeated in the presence of the 4G mobile signal and results were
recorded.

3.42

The computer itself has an inherent latency caused by internal factors such
as processing time of the soundcard, memory and the audio processing algorithms.
Therefore, our analysis reports the relative change in the overall latency in the
absence and presence of the 4G signal.

Figure 12: Computer with loopback cable connecting computer to ALD system
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Section 4

4 Results from the Classroom Scenario
4.1

In total, we tested 22 ALD transmitters paired with 33 receivers creating 46 different
combinations of ALD transmit and receive equipment13 and recorded over 200 audio
files. We have provided a few sample audio files with this publication (See Annex 1).

Initial spread of audio quality
4.2

Figure 13 shows the audio quality performance of the baseline file using the POLQA
assessment of MOS. The EUT have been sorted based on the audio quality for the
left ear and all subsequent results in this section use this order. There is a wide
range of audio quality across the baseline files of the tested equipment. Whilst some
equipment was determined as low quality based on the algorithm this is because
those hearing aids were configured to a particular profile that amplifies only part of
the audio frequency range as hearing aids are intended to supplement the users
remaining hearing. Other hearing aids had a much higher audio quality in some
cases but these often had a flatter frequency response (we have provided some
example files in Annex 1). Our analysis therefore is only concerned with the
variations in audio quality compared to these baseline values.

Figure 13: Baseline MOS14. Note: Nine EUT did not have a hearing aid mounted at the
right ear. The maximum MOS is 4.75 for POLQA implementation.

4.3

The other important observation in Figure 13 is the degree of variation between the
audio quality of the left and right ear for the same EUT. As mentioned in section 3,
we were using microphones within the head and torso simulator to record the audio
from the hearing aids. In some cases, the hearing aids were also combining the

13

We initially measured 48 combinations of equipment but recording errors were present on files
associated with two combinations of equipment and these were removed from the subsequent analysis.
14

Throughout this document, abs MOS or absolute MOS refers to an audio quality indicator determined
from comparing a test file against the original audio speech file.
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audio stream from the wireless transmitter with background audio noise from the
microphones built into the hearing aid. Therefore, extraneous noise in our test
configuration is unavoidable as our test configuration was not in controlled laboratory
conditions. This variation between the audio quality of the left and right ear can give
us an understanding of the uncertainty that this background noise gives us in our
measurement system and we have used this in subsequent plots to show two
uncertainty regions based on a 95% confidence.
4.4

However, EUT 7, EUT 11, EUT 12 and EUT 15 showed particularly large differences
that on further investigation appear to be consistent across all files with and without
4G signals present. We now conclude that the left and the right component of these
EUTs were configured differently. We excluded these four EUTs from our analysis of
uncertainty – we used results from the remaining 33 EUTs (as nine EUT consisted of
a single hearing aid only), all of which the panel of colleagues for the subjective
listening were unable to tell the difference between left and right ears. This led to an
uncertainty of ±0.48 with a 95% confidence.

Testing with a smartphone in front of the ALD
Figure 14: Delta MOS, determined when a 4G mobile was placed 50 cm in front the ALD
receiver while making a video call.

4.5

15

Figure 14 presents the audio quality variation (termed delta MOS15 in the figure)
when a 4G mobile was making a video call 50 cm in front of the ALD receiver. A
negative value of delta MOS indicated a degradation when the 4G mobile was
introduced whereas a positive value indicates an improvement in audio quality. It can
be clearly seen that the delta MOS values for most EUT are centred around zero and
fall visually symmetrically within the uncertainty regions. This supports the approach
to measurement uncertainty and it is therefore reasonable to note that we are 95%
confident that anything falling outside the uncertainty regions on the graph may well
be affected by nearby 4G mobile but anything within the region, we are confident is
not affected by the 4G mobile signal. However, the right ear of EUT 12 has a
degradation of 0.65 in audio quality – this lies just outside our uncertainty region.

The delta MOS in this figure is calculated from the MOS determined with the video call minus the
MOS of the baseline for the relevant ear.
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When repeatedly listening to this file we didn’t observe any audio impairment, but at
the beginning of the file there was a sound of something dropping on the table that
had not been detected as part of the initial results check. This could possibly be the
cause of lower MOS when comparing with a clean baseline file.

Testing with a voice call held to the ear
4.6

We then used the same approach to analyse the results of delta MOS when making
a voice call with the 4G mobile phone held against the left ear16. The results are
shown in Figure 15. As before, where the value of delta MOS falls within the
uncertainty region we are confident that there is no degradation in audio quality as a
result of the presence of the 4G mobile.

Figure 15: Delta MOS determined when 4G mobile was held against the left ear while
making a voice call.

4.7

In Figure 15, there are three samples where the variation in audio quality is outside
our uncertainty region as described below:


Outlier No.2 had a degradation of 0.7 – when listening to this file, a strong
hiss/hum in the background can be heard but the speech is still discernible. As
EUT 20 consisted of a single sound processor alongside a near field magnetic
induction loop set, the effect may be due to the interaction with the mobile and
induction loop components in close proximity to each other rather than the 4G
signal as the ALD receiver was around the neck and not particularly close to the
mobile phone. As the audio was recorded from a stereo audio output from the
single sound processing unit there was a similar effect on both the left and right
channel.



Outlier No.3 (a single left ear hearing aid) had a degradation in audio quality of
1.1 – the commentaries from subjective listening suggested a slight audio
distortion although the speech was still perceptible This is not the type of

16

The delta MOS here was derived from MOS with the voice call minus the MOS of the baseline for the
relevant ear.
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degradation we would expect if the wireless link had been affected by the 4G
signal.


4.8

Outlier No.4 showed an improvement of 1.0 in the audio quality in the left ear.
However, EUT 15 was one of the result sets we removed from our analysis of
measurement uncertainty because it had a large difference of 0.9 in the audio
quality between the left and right channel across the baseline and video call files.
The audio quality became much similar to the right ear when the 4G mobile was
making a voice call. However, it is likely that such an improvement was not a
result of the 4G mobile signal but perhaps an adjusted setting in the device
occurred during testing – for example, the hearing aid buttons may have been
accidentally touched during the positioning of the 4G mobile at ear.

Whilst our analysis indicates that the audio quality may have been affected in three
cases out of 46 when the 4G mobile was held to the ear. Our view based on the
subjective listening to these files is that it is far from certain that this audio effect was
a result of radio interference to the wireless link of the ALD. It is also possible that
these effects were as a result of the physical interaction between electronic
components in the mobile phone and the ALD /hearing aid itself. We understand that
some hearing aid users don’t normally hold their mobile phone to their ear as they
already experience some audio quality issues if they do (and their phones are not
using 4G at 2.3 GHz). We also note that we deliberately placed the mobile phone
next to the hearing aid or audio processors in our testing – even when there was a
hearing aid or audio processor for one ear only. In practice, users could hold a phone
against the ear that did not have an ALD receiver.

Subjective assessment of audio files
4.9

Despite being recognised as an established tool for audio quality assessment,
POLQA may not always be able to detect every audio impairment owing to the
complexity and variety involved in objective audio assessment. Therefore, we carried
out some additional subjective assessments to ensure that no significant degradation
in the audio quality was masked by the algorithm.

4.10

Five Ofcom colleagues manually listened and assessed all audio files. At the end of
assessment, each colleague submitted a commentary sheet highlighting audible
effects (such as drop-out, clicks, distortion, etc.) perceived within the audio file. With
the subjective assessment, we observed that there were no occurrences where the
wireless link failed or there was an audio drop out in the presence of a 4G mobile
making either a voice or video call.
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Section 5

5 Other Results
Testing in the UK guard band
5.1

Whilst the 10 MHz of spectrum on 2390 – 2400 MHz (directly adjacent to the band
used by ALDs) won’t form part of the 2.3 GHz award in the UK, it may be used in
other countries. We therefore conducted some testing on seven devices when a 4G
mobile used the 2390 – 2400 MHz channel. Figure 16 shows the change in audio
quality17 for the seven tested devices when the 4G operating frequency was changed
to be directly adjacent to the band used by ALDs. There was one device (EUT 38)
that fell outside of our uncertainty region. On listening to this, it was difficult to
subjectively discern any variation in the audio quality despite the delta of 0.7.

5.2

We conducted a further test with 4G in the 2390 – 2400 MHz band with one device
using a different ALD transmitter. In this case, about one second of audio was lost at
the start of the file when the 4G mobile was in use. However, the underlying
adaptive algorithm of the ALD radio technology then worked as it should do and the
ALD link recovered and worked well afterwards. No other files were affected in this
way when the 4G mobile was transmitting in the guard band.

Figure 16: Impact of using the 2390 – 2400 MHz UK guard band for 4G video and voice
7 ALDs were tested

Maximum ALD range tests
5.3

17

As described in paragraphs 3.35 - 3.37, we undertook additional tests in exploring
the performance of some of our test ALDs at their maximum range.

The delta MOS in Error! Reference source not found. was derived from MOS determined with the
4G on 2390 - 2400 MHz (UK guard band) minus MOS determined with the 4G on 2380 - 2390 MHz (UK
award).
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5.4

Figure 17 shows the comparison of absolute MOS where an ALD microphone (the
transmitter) was moved around within the building to increase its distance to the ALD
receiver. In addition to signal attenuation over longer distance, the penetration
through the wall accounted for an additional signal loss of about 10 dB. The testing
was undertaken with the 4G voice call operating in the UK 10 MHz guard band with
the device that led to outlier 5 in this frequency and so may be considered a worst
case scenario. It can be seen from Figure 17 that the audio quality was not affected
(the small variation is well within our uncertainty region). The manufacturer’s
representative present during the testing noted that the ALDs were not designed to
work in adjacent rooms and so was pleasantly surprised by the results of the testing.

Figure 17: Indoor maximum range testing with a 4G voice in the guard band from 2390
MHz to 2400 MHz
standard 7.5m

10m through the wall

12m through the wall

14m through the wall

abs MOS

5.00
4.00
3.00

2.68

2.69

2.70

2.59

2.00
1.00

EUT 38, 4G signal at 2390-2400 MHz

5.5

We also undertook some outdoor testing to represent sports field or horse riding
types of usage scenarios – although we understand that, unless the hearing aid has
some form of advanced wind noise cancelling within it, ALDs are not commonly used
outdoors in these environments. Two EUTs were selected for the outdoor
measurements. In line with information provided by the manufacturer, we observed a
maximum range of about 15 m for one device and about 17 m for the other, paired
with a higher-powered transmitter.

5.6

Figure 18 shows the results of our outdoor testing for one of these devices18. This
was undertaken with 4G in use in the UK award using a 4G signal at 2380 – 2390
MHz. Figure 18 shows a reduction in the audio quality when the ALD was tested
outdoors. However, both the baseline with no 4G signal present and the file when a
4G video call was being made 50 cm from the ALD were equally affected. This
change is therefore probably due to additional wind and background noise in the
outdoor environment. There was no degradation in audio quality as a result of the 4G
mobile use.

18

Unfortunately, there was an error in the recordings of the second device and so the analysis has not
been completed but the engineers noted at the time that there was no impact when the 4G mobile was
in use.
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Figure 18: Comparison of indoor standard and outdoor long range test results
baseline

video call

abs MOS

5.00
4.00

3.43

3.56
2.76

3.00

2.73

2.00
1.00
indoor 7.5m

outdoor 15m

EUT 40, 4G signal at 2380-2390 MHz

Delay measurements (latency)
5.7

We conducted a small number of latency measurements. Some manufacturers
suggested the target delay for an ALD link is typically around 30 milliseconds. Our
results supported this. Detailed results for our testing of a couple of EUT are shown
in Table 5 in Annex 3. We measured a variation of delay between -1 millisecond and
+3 milliseconds against our reference measurement19 which we found was in line
with the variation in delay within our measurement system. We therefore did not find
any evidence that 4G signals would introduce extra delay into the ALD transmission.

19

A negative delay means that the test had less delay than the baseline case without the 4G mobile
present which also supports the view that these variation is a result of variation within the measurement
setup including the variation in the computer delay.
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Section 6

6 Conclusion
6.1

We used 22 ALD transmitters paired with 33 receivers to create 46 different
combinations of ALD transmit and receive scenarios and over 200 audio file
recordings, mostly in a classroom scenario.

6.2

Overall, our findings were very positive:

20



We found the ALD systems were more robust in combating 4G interference than
we expected.



Throughout our testing, no ALDs suffered from any kind of link failure or complete
audio drop out in the presence of 4G signals in the 2.3 GHz band.



There was no interference when a smartphone was close20 to an ALD.



Even when using an ALD at its maximum range outdoors, both the range and
audio quality were maintained when a 4G mobile was used close to the ALD.



We did not find any evidence of additional audio delay when a 4G mobile phone
was used close to the ALD.



However, we observed strong background noise and some hiss/hum in three files
when the mobile was making a voice call and was placed against the ear –
However, we think that this might be due to interaction between the mobile and
ALD rather than 4G interfering signal. In any case, we understand that some
hearing aid users don’t hold their phone to their ear as they already experience
some audio quality issues if they do so.



One device was briefly affected by a 4G mobile signal in the 2390 – 2400 MHz
band which is not going to be awarded in the upcoming 2.3 GHz award in the UK
but may be used in other countries. However, the underlying ALD radio
technology adapted to this and the link recovered after about one second.

Most of our testing was undertaken with the 4G phone 50cm from the ALD receiver.
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Section 7

7 Glossary
List of acronyms and units
4G

The fourth generation of mobile telecommunications technology

abs MOS

Absolute mean opinion score

ACI

Adjacent Channel Interference

ALD

Assistive Listening Device

AP

Access Point

Base station

Radio transmitter infrastructure that controls and communicates to mobile
phones

Bluetooth

Set of technologies passing audio and data over short range wirelessly

CEPT

European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations

delta MOS

Delta mean opinion score

EUT

Equipment Under Test

EHIMA

European Hearing Instrument Manufacturers Association

EMC or emc

Electromagnetic Compatibility

ETSI

European Telecommunications Standards Institute

EUT

Equipment Under Test

HATS

Head and Torso Simulator

IR

Interface Requirement (followed by the serial number of the publication)

ISTS

International Speech Test Signal

ITU

The International Telecommunication Union

NDCS

National Deaf Children’s Society

NFMI

Near Field Magnetic Induction

Ofcom

Office of Communications

RF

Radio Frequency

RH

Relative Humidity (quoted as a percentage)

SRD(s)

Short Range Device(s)

Wi-Fi

Wireless Fidelity (IEEE 802.11 wireless networking)

MHz

Megahertz

GHz

Gigahertz (1 GHz is equivalent to 1 000 MHz)

dB

Decibel (logarithmic unit of electrical measurement)

dBm

decibels relative to 1 milliwatt

cm

centimetre

m

metres

C

Centigrade

F

Fahrenheit

S

Seconds

ms

milliseconds (1 ms is 1 thousandth of a second)
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ALD technology and terminology
Many of the following definitions can be found at http://www.ndcs.org.uk/
Bone anchored
hearing aid

(BAHA) is a type of bone conduction hearing implant (BCHI) clips onto a
titanium screw implanted into the skull-bone behind the ear. Sound is
transmitted by vibration through the skull-bone and into the cochlea (inner
ear).

Bone conduction
hearing aids

Bone conduction hearing aids can be worn on metal or soft fabric
headbands. They use a vibrating pad that allows sound to be conducted
through the bone rather than through the middle ear. The vibrator is worn
behind the ear, resting on the mastoid bone (part of the skull behind the ear).
They are suitable for children who have conductive hearing loss and have
problems wearing behind-the-ear hearing aids.

Bluetooth

Bluetooth is wireless communication technology. It can be used with
hearing aids and cochlear implants as a wireless loop system. Bluetooth is
now a common feature of mobile phones.

Cochlea

The part of the inner ear that is shaped like a snail shell. The cochlea
contains thousands of tiny hair cells, which vibrate in response to sound.
These vibrations are converted into electrical signals, which are carried to
the brain by the auditory nerve to be interpreted and given meaning.
Damage to these hair cells can be a cause of sensorineural deafness.

Cochlear implants

Cochlear implants have two parts – an internal receiver which is implanted
surgically under the skin behind the ear, and an external part which is worn
like a hearing aid. This part is known as a speech processor and includes
the microphone.

deaf
(lower case d)

Either one or many of whom deafness is predominantly an audiological
experience. This means someone who is partially or wholly lacking hearing,
either when they were born, through pernicious disease early in life, or later
in life. The term refers to the idea in the strictest sense: the condition and
state of being deaf, nothing more.

Deaf
(upper case D)

Any person or persons who "identifies him/herself as a member of the Deaf
community, and other members accept that person as a part of the
community”.

Hearing aids

Hearing aids amplify sound. Air-conduction hearing aids do this by
channeling the amplified sound through an earmould into the ear. Boneconduction hearing aids convert the amplified sound into vibrations that
are transferred across the skull-bone to the cochlea. Modern hearing aids
process sound using digital technology. The sounds picked up by the
microphone are converted into electrical signals. These signals are then
converted into data. The hearing aid is programmed to change the data, or
certain bits of the data in a similar way to how a computer processes
information. The data is then converted back into sound and sent out
through the earmould.

ISTS

ISTS (International Speech Test Signal) is an internationally recognized test
signal that is used in the technical evaluation of hearing instruments. It was
created based on the need for a standard test signal that included all the
relevant properties of speech under reproducible measurement conditions.

Microphone

The part of the hearing aid that picks up sound. Usually at the top of the
hearing aid and faces forwards. The microphone often has a grill or cover
over it and may be partially covered by the elbow.

Neck loop

A portable type of loop system that sits around the wearer's neck. It can be
used with mobile phones or audio equipment.
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Soundfield system Loudspeakers are fitted around a classroom, and are linked to a microphone
worn by the teacher. This allows the teachers voice to be heard over the
general noise of a classroom by all the pupils.

Telecoil loop
system

Technology in some hearing instruments that allows the instrument to pick
up signals which are transmitted by loop systems. Activated by turning
the instrument to the ‘T’ programme or switch. A loop system consists of a
microphone, amplifier and a loop of cable, which emits a magnetic field. If
the child wears a hearing instrument switched to the ‘T’ position and is inside
the loop, the hearing instrument will pick up the sound coming through the
microphone from the magnetic field. This also cuts out most background
noise. A loop can be worn around the neck, or can be positioned around the
whole room.

T/MT programme
or switch

Both the microphone "M" and telecoil "T" are activated on the hearing
instrument. It is possible to hear both the sounds from the loop system and
sounds around you. Setting the hearing aid to the 'T' programme or switch
allows the telecoil inside to pick up the sounds transmitted from a loop
system. Modern hearing aids can be programmed with an ‘MT’ programme
allowing both the telecoil and the hearing aid microphone to be operating
together. This means that the hearing aid user can pick up the sounds from
the loop system, and from conversations going on around them.
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Annex 1

1 Tested equipment details
Range of equipment tested
Transmitter
Apple
iPhone 5c
iPhone 6
iPhone 6s

Radio aids
GN Resound
Enzo
LiNX2

Cochlear

Alta2

TV HiFi streamer
Mini Mic 2+

Phonak

TV streamer
Multi Mic

Palio 1
Palio 2
Quest
Cassia H20

Phonak

Starkey

Roger Inspiro
Roger Clip-on Mic
Roger Touchscreen Mic
Roger pen 1.0
Roger pen 1.1
TVLink
TVLink II

Anonymous device

Oticon
ConnectorLine Phone
adaptor
TV adaptor 75H01
ConnectorLine
Microphone
Anonymous device
ConnectorLine TV
adpator2
ConnectorLine TV
adpator3
ConnectorLine TV
adpator4
TVA3
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Anonumous device

Humantechnik
Oticon

GN Resound

Receiver
ALD accessories
Artone

Unitron
Yuu 13

Widex
Anonymous device

Cochlear implants
Advanced Bionics
Naida CIQ processor
Neptune CI processor
iConnect adaptor

Anonymous device

Cochlear

Oticon

Baha 5
CIS240
CP910 sound
processor

Streamer Pro
OPN MiniRite

MED-EL

Jentafon
Anonymous device

Phonak
Roger X
Roger X type02
ComPilot I
ComPliot II
SmartLink SX
MLxi
SoundField system

Siemens
Anonymous device

Unitron
uDirect2 streamer

Sonnet sound
processor
OPUS-2 audio
processor adapter
Samba vibrator

Example audio files
A1.1

We have published the following files alongside this publication.

A1.2

File group A contains five audio samples referred to as outliers in sections 4 and
section 5, representative of some variations in the audio quality potentially due to
one of several reasons including 4G interference. To highlight the effect of
interference, each sample file was edited by concatenating 10 seconds of the
baseline file (recorded without the 4G signal) with 10 seconds of the test file
(recorded with the 4G signal signal).


Outlier No.1 [concatenated baseline and video call test file] – “GA_1.wav”



Outlier No.2 [concatenated baseline and voice call test file] – “GA_2.wav”



Outlier No.3 [concatenated baseline and voice call test file] – “GA_3.wav”



Outlier No.4 [concatenated baseline and voice call test file] – “GA_4.wav”



Outlier No.5 [concatenated voice call test file in the UK auction band and voice
call test file in the UK guard band] – “GA_5.wav”

A1.3

File group B consists of four audio samples as examples of a wide range of audio
qualities observed in our test programme. Each sample files lasts for 10 seconds.


Best quality sample [MOS 4.6] – “GB_1.wav”



Good quality sample [MOS 3.2] – “GB_2.wav”



Medium quality sample [MOS 2.5] – “GB_3.wav”



Poor quality sample [MOS 1.6] – “GB_4.wav”

A1.4

File group C has only one sample file, denoting the largest degree of variation in the
audio quality between the left and the right ear for a baseline file, for which POLQA
gave a delta MOS of 0.94. The audio samples last for 10 seconds as well.


Large discrepancy in quality between two ears [delta MOS 0.94] – “GC_1.wav”
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Annex 2

2 Methodology
Test Details
A2.1

This annex provides further technical details of the measurement methodology and
equipment setup. A fully operational 2.3 GHz 4G mobile phone base station was
installed in the compound of Baldock Radio Station. Figure 19 shows the position of
the mast mounted panel antenna and the distance to the conference room that was
configured as a classroom for the indoor test. The orientation on the antenna was
then changed so that outdoor testing measurements along the line of the entrance
road to the site could be completed.

Figure 19: Plan of the measurement site including the 2.3 GHz base station mast

Outdoor range
measurements

34.0 m

36.5 m

Mast mounted
antenna realigned for
range measurements

Measurement
room
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A2.2

The conference room was setup as a classroom and laid out as shown in Figure 20
and the detailed equipment interconnections and details are shown in Figure 21 and
Table 4 respectively.

Figure 20: Detailed classroom setup

Table 4: Equipment and calibration status
Equipment

Model

Asset No.

Spectrum Analyser
Spectrum Analyser
Communication Tester
Double Ridge Guide Horn
Double Ridge Guide Horn
Double Ridge Guide Horn
Biconical Antenna
12m Reynolds cable
12m Reynolds cable
2m coaxial cable
1m coaxial cable
1m coaxial cable
1m coaxial cable
Vaisala environ. meter
2.3 GHz test mobile #1
2.3 GHz test mobile #2
2.6 GHz test mobile

FSW26
FSW26
CMW500
BBHA9120D
BBHA9120D
BBHA9120D
SBA9113
PR90-088
PR90-088
HTSO1(A)
Huawei
Google
Samsung J5
4128‐C
manikin

000488
004324
004353
000463
003615
003614
000042
#802
#803
C1704
C407
C419
001689
100041

Head and Torso
Simulator

Cal due
01/02/17
28/11/17
03/03/17
22/06/17
10/02/17
10/02/17
29/09/17
01/06/17

Certificate No.
1400-54075
1400-57266
20-588640
2016050378-1
DS1602109120D1521
DS1602109120D1502

2016070149-5
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Figure 21: Equipment and interconnection cable identification diagram

4G transmissions in the 2390 – 2400 MHz band
A2.3
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Figure 22 shows a similar plot to Figure 6 however the 4G signal has moved further
to the right into the 10 MHz band that is not being awarded in the upcoming 2.3
GHz award in the UK.

Figure 22: 2.3 GHz base station/mobile centre frequency of 2.395 GHz (UK guard band)

2.3 GHz LTE
Base/ handset

Bluetooth
activity

2.6 GHz mobile
handset
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Annex 3

3 Further Plots of Test Results
Determining uncertainty regions
A3.1

In section 4, we explained that the measurement uncertainty within the test
environment was characterised using the variation in the audio quality between the
left and the right ear. Figure 23 below presents the difference or delta MOS21
between two ears for 37 EUTs (9 out of 46 EUTs consisted of a single hearing aid
on one ear only). Four EUTs (EUT 7, EUT 11, EUT 12 and EUT 15) were excluded
from our analysis of the uncertainty region as they have large differences between
the left and right ear that are indicative of a different equipment configuration rather
than measurement uncertainty. Subsequently, the uncertainty region used
throughout this report was determined using the 95th percentile (0.48) line shown in
Figure 23.

Figure 23: Delta MOS between the left and the right ear for all 37 EUTs. Note EUT 7,
EUT 11, EUT 12 and EUT 15 were excluded in calculating percentile lines.

A3.2

In section 4, an overall uncertainty region was introduced so that we could be
confident that any results outside of that region had a high likelihood of being
affected by our 4G test mobiles.

A3.3

Figure 24 shows the baseline MOS and the MOS determined with the 4G mobile
making a video or voice call for the left ear of all 46 EUTs. For each EUT, an error
bar was added to the baseline MOS that represents the variation between left and
right ear of that baseline file (i.e. without a 4G mobile signal present) for that
particular EUT. We can then visualise how the MOS scores when the 4G mobile is
present fits in relation to that error bar on an individual EUT basis. In Figure 24, any

21

The delta MOS between two ears equals the difference in MOS value between the left and right ear
and therefore all deltas are positive numbers.
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MOS when a 4G mobile was making a video or voice call that was outside the error
bar may indicate that there was a possible effect from the 4G mobile. However, the
overall average measurement uncertainty determined in Figure 23 is a more robust
method as it has a greater number of samples and it provides a solution for the nine
EUTs where there was only a left channel measured.
Figure 24: Absolute MOS scores for baseline, video and voice calls for the left ear of all
equipment under test. The error bars denote the difference in MOS between the left and
the right ear.

Detailed delay (latency) results
Table 5: Additional latency22 measured with a 4G signal present. 2385 MHz is the centre
of the top channel in our 2.3 GHz spectrum award and 2395 MHz is the 10 MHz UK guard
band.
EUT ID
EUT 18
EUT 18
EUT 18
EUT 18
EUT 38
EUT 38
EUT 38
EUT 38

A3.4

4G frequency

Type of test

UK award (2385 MHz)
UK award (2385 MHz)
Guard Band (2395 MHz)
Guard Band (2395 MHz
UK award (2385 MHz)
UK award (2385 MHz)
Guard Band (2395 MHz)
Guard Band (2395 MHz)

Video call in front
Voice call at ear
Video call in front
Voice call at ear
Video call in front
Voice call at ear
Video call in front
Voice call at ear

Relative latency to
baseline
-0.9 ms
-0.9 ms
-2.6 ms
-0.6 ms
+3.3 ms
+1.5 ms
+2.2 ms
-0.4 ms

Table 5 presents the latency results from testing EUT 18 and EUT 38 using the
highest 10 MHz channel in the UK award band and the 10 MHz UK guard band. As
mentioned in 3.42, due to inherent delay within the computer and cables we
determined the total latency including all contributing factors and then calculated the

22

Relative latency is defined as the overall latency measured with the 2.3 GHz interference minus the
overall latency measured without 2.3 GHz interference.
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relative change in total latency in the presence of the 2.3 GHz 4G signal. This
relative change is defined as the relative latency in Table 5. Based on our latency
measurements, the 4G mobile signals are very unlikely to introduce considerable
extra delay to the ALD transmission. Some positive relative latencies were
observed during testing, because of the measurement uncertainty.
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Annex 4

4 Comparison between different head and
torso simulators
A4.1

For our testing, we used a Head and Torso Simulator from Bruel & Kjaer (B&K
HATS). This is a piece of equipment which consists of a head and torso manikin
that has calibrated ear simulators that provide realistic reproduction of the acoustic
properties of an average adult human head and torso. The focus of this simulator is
on the audiological aspects of the human body. However, it has not been designed
to replicate the radio frequency properties of a human body which has particular
characteristics due to its high water and salt content.

A4.2

One of the questions that was raised by the hearing instrument industry was around
whether the B&K HATS was appropriate for testing wireless links associated with
ALDs. As a result of some additional testing presented in this annex, we are
satisfied that it is.

A4.3

Phonak has contributed to development of an alternative head simulator that has
radio properties that more closely match those of a human torso as it is
manufactured from lossy silicone material. They kindly made it available to us for
part of our testing so that we could undertake a comparison between the two head
and torso simulators. We refer to this alternative head as a Phantom head
simulator.

Figure 25: Phantom Head simulator with left and right microphones connected to the
ear canals via audio tubing

A4.4

The setup was slightly different to the B&K HATS as the microphones were placed
externally to the Phantom Head so as not to affect the radio frequency properties of
the head. Plastic audio tubing was used to connect from the left and right ear canal
to two external microphones. The microphone was then connected to an audio
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amplifier and used Audacity software23 for recording the audio using an external
sound card. The setup is shown in Figure 25.
A4.5

The Phantom head was also used to carry out latency measurements described in
paragraphs 3.38 - 3.42.

A4.6

Figure 26 shows a comparison for one sample ALD for both the left and right ear
when looking at the baseline 4G video and 4G voice call used consistently
throughout our testing. Given that the two different head simulators use different
microphones and sound cards, we would expect some small differences in audio
quality when compared to each other. The results in Figure 26 give very similar
results in most cases, although the Phantom head had a fairly large difference
between the left and right ear on the baseline test only, which suggests it was an
artefact of some external noise or measurement setup.

A4.7

We therefore conclude that the B&K HATS was appropriate for our testing and did
not seem to affect the wireless links significantly even though it was not optimised
to replicate the radio frequency properties of the human body.

Figure 26: Comparison between Phantom head and B&K head

23

http://www.audacityteam.org/
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Annex 5

5 Reference Material
Relevant Standard(s) and UK Frequency Allocations
A5.1

The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) identifies the
functional characteristics of Assistive Listening Devices (ALDs) in section 10.1 of
the standard EN 300 422-1 V1.5.1 (2015-06):
Hearing impaired persons use hearing aids, which are electro acoustic amplifiers
including a microphone and a loudspeaker and having frequency response and
dynamic characteristics specific to each [users] hearing loss. In addition, a data
stream may also be included for synchronization or similar functions. Both aids for
the hearing impaired and Assistive Listening Devices would normally be prescribed
by a hearing professional. They come in a wide range of options using both
analogue and digital modulations, these include:

A5.2



To alleviate problems for those with major hearing loss in one ear a system
which receives the sounds from the bad ear transmits it to the good ear where
the sound is mixed to achieve stereo reception providing improved
directionality. In some cases, they may use more than one channel
simultaneously.



A wireless solution for connecting an external remote microphone to the
hearing aid could be realized with a personal transmitter in combination with a
receiver, i.e. personal hearing aid system. The transmitter could be handheld,
put around the neck by using a neck loop or put on a table in front of a speaker,
a teacher or other persons whose voice would not be captured without this help
because of the surrounding acoustic noise.

Table 6 is an extract from the United Kingdom Frequency Allocation Table listing
frequencies used by ALDs and their accessories.

Table 6: Frequency bands used by ALDs and their accessories
Licence Exempt Short Range Devices
Licence Exempt Use
FM systems
Assistive Listening Device
Wireless Systems
Wideband data
transmissions

Frequency Band
(MHz)

169.4000 - 169.4750
169.4875 - 169.5875
173.325 - 175.075
2400 MHz - 2483.5

Transmit Power
[e.r.p.]
500 mW (27 dBm)
500 mW (27 dBm)

Harmonisation
Status

2 mW(3dBm)

2005/928/EC
2005/928/EC
UK only

100 mW (20 dBm)

2011/829/EU
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A5.3

While many ALDs use dedicated frequencies for the devices themselves, many also
utilise accessories which provide an interface to wideband data transmissions such
as Bluetooth so that mobile phones can be connected into the hearing aids via
those alternative or proprietary systems. Newer hearing aids now often have direct
Bluetooth connectivity to mobile phones using the “made for iPhone” standard. This
report concerns those assistive listening devices and their accessories which
use the 2.4 GHz band on a licence exempt basis only.

A5.4

Licence exempt use covers frequencies or frequency bands for which agreement
has been reached for Short Range Devices (SRDs) to operate on a licence exempt
basis. ALDs operating in the 2.4 GHz band can be considered a subset of these
devices. The listed licence exempt bands are either in accordance with a European
Commission Harmonisation Decision, CEPT/ERC Recommendation 70-03 or where
this has been agreed within the UK but may not be available elsewhere within the
CEPT.

A5.5

In most cases, SRDs share spectrum with other users. In the 2.4 GHz band, they
often use a wideband transmission such as the Bluetooth protocol or proprietary
systems based on Bluetooth. This uses a radio technology called frequencyhopping spread spectrum. Bluetooth divides transmitted data into packets, and
transmits each packet on one of several designated channels within the 2.4 GHz
band. It usually performs around 800 hops per second, with Adaptive FrequencyHopping (AFH) enabled. By this method Bluetooth is very robust in the presence of
other licence-exempt transmissions (of which there are many in this heavily used
band).

A5.6

As the technology has advanced new variants which are more energy efficient and
use a different number of channels have been introduced such as newer Bluetooth
v4.0 and v5.0. Similarly, some manufacturers have designed their own proprietary
protocols based on these transmission modes. Although the different modes all
operate in the same band using frequency-hopping they are not electronically
compatible.

A5.7

It should be noted that short range devices and assistive listening devices are not
able to claim protection from any other service operating in the same frequency
band.
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